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Advances in polygenic prediction: -omics and beyond
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Abstract

Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) conducted using high-throughput genotyping arrays

have led to unprecedented numbers of discoveries of loci highly significantly and reproducibly

associated with common diseases and complex human traits. From the grand total of seven such

associations reported in 2005 before GWAS, to the many thousands of associations today, it is

difficulty to argue that GWAS has been anything short of a spectacular success in terms of the

sheer number of discoveries. Even early on, however, there were concerns that the loci identified

for any given diseases or trait accounted for only a small proportion of the heritability that we

expected to be able to account for, given results of earlier twin and family studies used to estimate

heritability, and that it was effectively impossible to develop accurate predictors of disease risk or

phenotype given the genetic markers identified as highly significantly associated.

The response from the genetics community to these concerns was to note that the primary goal

of the discovery research was to characterize the unknown biology underlying disease and related

quantitative traits, rather than to do prediction. Unfortunately, the nature of the discoveries

being made in GWAS allowed only limited new understanding of biology. Most of the newly

discovered loci showed the strongest associations for non-coding sequence variation that could

not be easily annotated to any particular gene. Thus, with a few notable exceptions, such as

macular degeneration and Crohn’s disease, little new biology emerged from the discoveries made

in GWAS. With neither useful prediction nor new biology being derived from GWAS discoveries,

it is not surprising that geneticists welcomed the new sequencing technologies with open arms and

the expectation that this technology would enable discoveries that would enhance prediction and

illuminate the biology underlying common disease. Just as high-throughput sequencing commenced

in earnest for common diseases with complex transmission, Visscher and colleagues unveiled a new

approach, based in traditional quantitative genetics, for estimating heritability using all variation

interrogated through high-throughput genome experiments. The widespread application of these

and related approaches to estimating heritability and developing predictions was beginning to

revolutionize our understanding of the genetic component to common diseases even as sequencing

studies in large numbers of individuals ascertained for common disease and related quantitative

traits were revealing little in the way of new association.

I will discuss here how extensions of the original Visscher approaches can substantially improve

prediction for common diseases and related complex traits, and how it is also possible to incorpo-

rate additional -omics data to further improve such predictions. Moreover, I will show how such

predictions can substantially improve our ability to interpret results of sequencing studies and

epidemiological studies designed to identify and characterize non-genetic risk factors for disease.
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